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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 1) be a bounded open subset of R 2 with (at least) a piecewise smooth boundary which we denote 
by F. Let a be a smooth vector field which never vanishes and b a smooth positive real-valued 
function, both defined on R 2. Finally let fbe any smooth real-valued function defined on the closure 
off~. 
For every E > 0 we consider u,, the solution of the following homogeneous Dirichlet problem: 
f -eAu,+a'Vu~+bu=f in fl (P') ~u,=O on r .  
Here we have made use of standard notations, i.e. A denotes the Laplace operator, while V is the 
gradient operator. It is known (and will by the way, be proved again in what follows) that when 
e --~ 0, u, converges in some sense to u0, the solution of the following mixed problem: 
fa .Vuo+buo=f in 1) (Po) [uo=O on F , 
where F , F+, F0 are respectively the parts of the boundary where a .y < 0, a .y > 0 and a 'V = 0, 
7 being the outward unit normal vector field (defined on the regular parts of F). In other words, 
F is the part of b where the characteristic of the first-order operator a.V curves inward. 
We wish to give precise bounds for u , -u0 .  We must observe first that u, cannot converge to 
u0 pointwise everywhere in ~. Indeed, that is quite obvious on F0 U F+ when this is a non-empty 
subset of F, since the Dirichlet boundary condition is not preserved there. Furthermore, u0 may 
be discontinuous through any characteristic curve emerging from F0. Since all u, (with e > 0) are 
regular in ~, u, will not converge uniformly toward u0 in the neighbourhood of such a characteristic 
curve. This phenomenon is known as the layer phenomenon; amely it is a "boundary layer" on 
F+ U F0 and an "internal ayer" on Z, the union of all characteristic curves emerging from F0.:~ 
Basically, we wish to prove pointwise estimates of the following type: 
(B.C.G.) [u,(x)-uo(x)[<~C{e+exp[-~+~x-~l+expl- do(x)-]] 
Here d+ denotes the distance from x to F+, while do denotes the distance from x to F0 U X. The 
meaning of such an estimate is that u, converges toward u0 quickly, far from F+ U F0 U Y.; but it 
also converges faster near / '+ than near F0 U X. 
Unfortunately, we shall not be able to prove such an estimate under the general assumptions 
described above. As a matter of fact, we shall restrict ourselves to the study of the following couple 
of model problems for problem (P,): 
- ,Au ,+u,=f  in fl (1) 
tTo avoid further delay, this paper has been published without the author's corrections. 
:~In the case of an actual piecewise smooth i) we include in Z all the characteristic curves emerging from corners between 
F+ and F_.  
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and 
-EAu ,+Dlu ,+u,=f  in 1). (2) 
In other words we study problem (P,) in the particular cases where b is identically equal to 1, while 
a is either the null vector or the unit vector in the direction of x~. 
Furthermore, we shall consider only domains f~ with a polygonal boundary, but this assumption 
is rather natural in view of the applications to the numerical solution of problem (P,). It turns out 
that even in the case of model problems (1) and (2) we shall prove inequality (B.C.G.) onl)E in the 
case where fl is convex [furthermore, the first term in the braces has to be replaced by x/E in the 
case of problem (2) when F_ actually has corners]. On the contrary, when fl is non-convex, we 
cannot expect such a pointwise estimate as inequality (B.C.G.). This is due to the possible 
singularities of u, near the non-convex corners. Thus in this case, we shall prove a weaker estimate 
that involves L2 norms instead of maximum norms. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2 we describe our method of proof which is based on an explicit representation formula for u, and 
u0; this formula involves 
t~u~ 
the normal derivative of u, on the boundary. Then in Section 3 we study completely the first model 
problem in both cases where ~ is convex or not. 
The subsequent sections deal with the second model problem, extending the different steps of 
the analysis achieved in Section 3. In Section 4 we seek estimates for 
c3u~ 
07 
in the case where fl is convex by the technique of barrier functions. Then in Section 5 we prove 
inequality (B.C.G.) in the case of a convex domain. Next in Section 6 we go back to estimating 
c3u~ 
~7 
in the non-convex case. We prove there L2 estimates on the boundary for 
t~u~ 
~7 
This leads in Section 7 to inequalities analogued to inequality (B.C.G.) involving L2 norms indeed. 
We then indicate briefly what we believe to be still true for the general problem (P,). 
A natural application of our results would be the effective computation of u,, the solution of 
problem (P~) for a given small E. 
Roughly the thing to do would be the following. We want to calculate u, the solution of problem 
(P,), with an error not greater than some given bound 6; for that purpose we divide 1"~ into two 
parts f i  and ~'~e, the complement of f i  in f~. Here f~ is the subset of those points in f~ for which 
E 6 _ x/~ 6 
d+ (x) ~> - - -  log ~ and do(x)  >~ "---- log ,.,. 
0(+ 0~ 0 k., 
From inequality (B.C.G.) we know that lu,(x) - u0(x)l ~< 26 + CE in fig and thus we can consider 
u0 as a first approximation of u, there, provided the order of magnitude of c is less than or equal 
to the order of magnitude of 6. The equation for u0 is easier to solve numerically since it does not 
involve the small parameter E. It remains then to calculate u, in f~e" we approximate it by v,, the 
solution of 
(R,) t 
-- E di G + a " V G + by, = f 
v ,=O on F ¢~Fo 
v ,=uo on 3 f~-F  . 
in l)~ 
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The error between u, and v, is easily estimated since u , -  v, is a solution of the homogeneous 
equation with homogeneous boundary condition on F_ and u~- v, = u , -  u0 on ~ -  F_.  The 
maximum principle together with inequality (B.C.G.) yields the inequality 
max lu~(x)- vAx)l <~ 26 +CE. 
x~ e 
Consequently, v is a good approximation of u, in f~ as u0 is an approximation of u, in ~l. 
Furthermore, though problem {P,} is ill-conditioned for numerical calculations because of the small 
parameter E, problem {R,} is better conditioned since the presence of that small parameter is
balanced by the thinness of f~,. Indeed it is a strip of width proportional to E along F+ and to 
x/~ along Fo. 
We are aware that the problem considered in the present paper is very classical, in fact, it may 
have been one of the main motivations for the boundary analysis and construction of correctors. 
However, we have focused our efforts on the link between functional analysis and integral 
representations. Many other explicit approaches can be found in the literature [cf. 1-10]. 
2. METHOD OF PROOF 
We assume throughout that b admits a strictly positive lower bound b0. It follows that, applying 
the maximum principle to u,, the solution of problem (P,), we get the inequality 
1 
max l u, I ~< -- maax [f l. (3) 
b0 
This allows us to consider u, separately in each of the connected components of f~\E. Let to be 
such a component and let us denote by v, and g the restrictions of u, and f, respectively; then, we 
have 
-EAv~+a'Vv ,+bv,=g in co'] 
v~=tp, on ~,=aog, _~ (4) 
where tp, is a function with support in Y0, which is continuous and remains bounded uniformly when 
E --~ 0. Now everything is based on a representation formula for v,. For that purpose, let f, be the 
continuation of v, defined by setting ~, = 0 in Cog. Obviously, f, is the solution of 
~670 (-EA+a.V+b)f,=~,+c~p, 6~.+Etp, ~7' (5) 
where 
t3~ 
for E > 0.t 
Next, we introduce the function w 0 defined in R 2, which satisfies the relation 
(a "V + b)wo = g, (6) 
and which is identically zero on the part of each characteristic curve of a-V that is upstream, with 
respect o co; since by assumption each characteristic curve enters co only once. It follows that 
v0 = w01o,, i.e. 
Vo=(a.V+b)-I~, in co. (7) 
We want to compare v, with Vo in co; from equations (5) and (7) we get 
V~- Vo=(-EA+a.V+b)- lg - (a.V + b)-~ g 
+( -EA+a'V+b)  -I c0 ,®~,+Etp~® a~ ] 
tWe recall that a and b are defined everywhere. 
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= (--EA + a.V + b) -l EAw 0 
+( -EA+a'V+b)  -~ ~ O, ® ~, + E~o, ® --ff~--V , ]. 
Now, since w 0 is the solution of equation (6), it is a regular function in e) and C~ t with possible 
jumps on 7. Furthermore, w0 is obviously continuous along the characteristic curves of a.V; 
consequently, we get 
c~$70 Aw0 =h +k x~-  + l  ® 6.~, 
where h is a bounded function in R: while k and l are bounded functions on 7. Summing up, we 
have 
[ v , -vo=E( -EA+a'V+b) - lh+( -~A+a'V+b)  -~ E(g J ,+ I )®a~+E(~0,+k)® 3~, _] (8) 
where 
O= av, 
Applying the maximum principle again, we get:~ 
1 
[E ( -EA+a.V+b)  J hi ~< E--maxlh[. (9) 
b 0 R 2 
Setting r/, = ~O, + l and o ~, = ~o, + k, we have in conclusion, 
c(-EzX ( aa~o~ Iv,-v01 ~<CE + +a.Vb) - '  t/, ® 6e + 8, ® -ffv-y-y }[ (10) 
everywhere in co. 
This is the starting point of all our proofs. In working with inequality (10) we shall need estimates 
for ~b, and 8,: we already know that d ~, remains bounded when E ~ 0; furthermore, we have 8, = 0 
in the particular case where fl = (~ (that is when E is empty). It remains to estimate tl, or, 
equivalently, ~,,. For that purpose the following two cases are possible. 
Case 1 
If E is void and fl is convex (and consequently u, is C ~ up to the boundary), we shall make use 
of the technique of barrier functions, as in Ekhauss and De Jager [2] or Oleinik and Radkievitz 
[11] for instance. This leads to an inequality of the following form: 
maxlO, I+ x/E maxlO, I+ E maxlO, I = O(1), (1 1) 
F F 0 F+ 
which will be proved in Lemma 3.1 and Section 4. 
Case 2 
If the assumptions in Case 1 are not fulfilled, then we shall prove weaker estimates involving 
L2 norms for 6,, obtained by integration by parts in Lemma 3.3 and Section 6. 
3. A S IMPLER CASE 
Here we shall restrict ourselves to the study of the model problem (1) for singular perturbations, 
i.e. 
- -EAu ,+u,=f  in ~t  
u ,=0 on F (12) 
Following the notation introduced in Section 1 we have a =-- 0 and b =- 1. Thus F = F0 and it follows 
tAt  least when y_ is smooth; the general case will be detailed later. 
:[:Always with the restriction that 7- is smooth. 
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from Oleinik and Radkievitz [11], for instance, that there exists some constant C such that 
t~u, <~ C/x/~, (13) 
max d7 
at least when F is smooth. We shall check that the same estimate (13) remains true for a polygonal 
boundary F with convex angles, while no such estimate is valid in the case of a boundary with 
non-convex angles. From that we derive the following. 
Theorem 3.1 
Let f be a bounded open convex subset of R 2 with a polygonal boundary. Then if u, is the 
solution of problem (12) there exists a constant K (depending on f but not on E) such that 
,u,(x)--f(x)l<~K{E + expI - -~E) ]} ,  (14) 
where d(x) denotes the distance from x to F. 
A slight variation of the proofs would lead to the same statement for a bounded f with a 
piecewise smooth boundary having only convex corners (with no turning point). 
Lemma 3.1 
Let f be a convex polygon then there exists a constant C (depending on 
max Ill 
t) 
but not on t) such that inequality (13) is valid. 
Proof. Let us consider one of the sides Fj of f and let us denote by nj(x) the component in the 
direction of 7 j of the vector x - p~x. Here pj is the orthogonal projection on the straight line that 
supports Fj, while 7 j is the outward normal on Fj. We then introduce the "barrier function", 
w((x) = ct{1 - exp[nj(x)/x/~E]} , ct > 0, (15) 
in the domain Q, = f in  {x; nj(x) > -x /~}.  We shall compare u, to +w, and -w,  in Q,. It is clear 
that 
w,~>0 in Q, 
because it follows from the convexity of f that nj <~ 0 in Q,. Next we have 
w,=ct (1 -e  - I )>0 on t~Q,\F 
because nj(x)= -x /~ there. On the other hand, we know from the maximum principle that 
and, consequently, 
max [ u, [ ~< max If I (16) 
-t-u~--w,<~O on c3Q,, (17) 
provided ot/> (1 -e - l )  -t rn~x [fl. Now we shall extend inequality (17) to the whole of Q,, since 
( -EA+l ) (+u, -w, )~<0 in Q,, (18) 
which allows us to apply the maximum principle again. Indeed, we have 
(--EA + 1)(+ u,-- w,) = _ f -  
and we have already chosen 
0t t> max [f l. 
t) 
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We conclude that ++_ u, <<. w, in Q, while + u, = w, = 0 on Fj and therefore 
Lemma 3.1 is proved with 
1 
C= 1 _ e_, m#x Ifl. 
Later on, we shall use the representation formula (8) and inequality (9) in order to check 
inequality (14). We have already obtained bounds for ~ but we need, in addition, an explicit 
formula for ( - c  A + 1)-~. It is known that ( -e  A + 1) ~ in R 3 is the convolution with the kernel 
4re re exp - , 
where r 2 = x~ + x~ + x~(x l ,  x2, x3 are the coordinates of x in R3). Consequently, we get the kernel 
E, for ( -~A + ly  -I in R 2 by integrating the previous kernel with respect o one of the variables. 
We thus get 
£(x , ,x2)=~ _ - -  
exp/- - - -  
\ x/~ d&. 
2 2 x/Xl + X2 + X~ 
In the following we shall make use of the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2 
The convolution kernel E,(., d) has 
, ,1  -7  norm = 2~ exp 
while the convolution kernel 
0-7 E , ( ' ,  t)l,=~ 
has 
1(5) norm~<-exp - E 
Proof. (i) The norm of the first kernel is given by 
/ ,/x~+d~+~'~ 
f fI~ exp" . . . . .  V - - "  +~ 1 \ ~ ] dx, dx~ 
-o~ E~(x,,  d) dx,  = ~ ~ , , i x  2 + d2 + x2 - 
;o ( 1 exp 
1 exp( -  a) da exp(-- d/ ), 2~ ,~ 
here we wrote the double integral in polar coordinates and then set 
a = x/d2 + r2/,fE. 
(ii) The norm of the second kernel is given by 
f +~ IF~(x,)ldx~, 
- - cO 
(19) 
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where 
F , (x , )  =- - -  
,/x~+t2+x~ ) 
O l f+f  exp ,f~ dx3=d 
c~t 47rE _ x/xf + t 2 + x 2 
Thus, we have 
d + exp(~/x f+d2+x~)  
:--r 47rE j _ ~ (xf + d 2 + x]) 1 i)  dx3. -~ ~/x~ + d~ + x 
( .,/xf+d~+xi'~ 
d f+°~exp~- - - - -£  - ) 
IE(xl)l < &E, (x t ,  d) + dx 3 
~/~ ~ _o0 x 2 + d ~ )~/~ 
and, consequently, the norm of the second kernel is less than or equal to 
d exp( x/x~+d2+x] I 
1 exp(d/x/~) + ff, dx 3 2~ ~ 2 (x~ + d z + x23) 3/2 " dxl 
d fo°~ ( ~ r  2) rdr 1 exp(_d/x/~ ) + exp 
= 2~ ~ x/~ (d 2 + r2) 3/2 
d ff ada 1 exp(_d/x/~ ) +- -  exp( =2-~ 2E3/2 x/~ - -  ) ~'~" 
Now integrating by parts, we get 
1 d x/~ exp( -  a) ~< 1 exp(_  d/x/~). 2~ exp( -d /x /~)  +2~ 37i exp( -d /x /~) - -d  - .~ t 
Lemma 3.2 is completely proved; we can now turn to the following. 
Proof of Theorem 3. I. In our present case E is always empty so that f~ = co, F = y = ~0, u, = v, 
and v0 =f= g. We denote by Fj, 1 <~j <~ N, the sides off~ (a convex polygon by assumption); then 
we can rewrite equation (8) as follows: 
N 
u, - - f=e( - -EA+ l) I h + E [I'(I)''4- ~(ll')] (20) 
L~ C,J - -  --£,y J' 
j= l  
where 
and 
v~l)j = E(--EA + 1) l q, 6rj 
-,,11'(") = E(--EA + 1) -I o ~, cqyj 
Then from Lemma 3.2, it follows that when d(x)= d we have 





l (  
[v~l.~ (x)[ ~< E-  exp - 4~ max I~[. 
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Inequality (14) follows with , = 1, since 
from inequality (13) and 8~ remains bounded. 
We turn now to the case of a non-convex domain. The main trouble with such a case is that 
we have no hope of getting an estimate such as inequality (13). Indeed if ~ has a non-convex angle, 
then u~, the solution of estimate (13), may not be in H2(fl) even if f is smooth. Consequently, u
may not be in C~(~) and therefore 
Ou, 
07 
may be unbounded on F. That is why we shall replace estimate (13) by an L 2 estimate of 
Ou, 
O7 
on the boundary, and this in turn will imply an estimate involving L 2 norms for u , - f .  Actually 
we shall prove the following. 
Theorem 3.2 
Let f2 be a bounded open subset of R 2 with a polygonal boundary F. Then if u, is the solution 
of problem (12) there exists a constant K (depending on fbut  not on e) such that 
(fr,, lu,-f l2dtr) l :2<~ K[e + exp( -- ~) ] ,  (23) 
where Fd is the boundary of f2 d = {x e f~; d(x) > d}. 
In the proof we shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3 
Let f~ be a polygon then there exists a constant C (depending on f but not on e) such that 
( f r  OU' 2da)':2<...C/~. (24, 
07 
Proof. From problem (12) we deduce easily the estimate 
max lu, I ~< max If l  
by the maximum principle. Next, multiplying problem (12) by u, and integrating by parts, we get 
,/; II Vu, tl Ity II, 
where the norm is taken in L2(f2). These two estimates allow us to localize problem (12): let 
tp e~(~)  then w, = ~pu, is the solution of 
-eAw,+w,=g,  in f~"l 
(25) 
w, = 0 on  F,  
where g, remains bounded in L2(t)) while e ~ 0. Indeed, we have 
g, = qg f - c(Atp)u, - 2eVq~ .Vu,. (26) 
Now we shall multiply problem (25) by 
Ow, 
dl~t' 
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where/~ is any fixed vector in R 2. Integrating by parts we get 
fn ~w~ fn t~w, g,- -# dx = ( -e  Aw, + w,)- -~ dx 
fo wfo wfo w, w = E Vw," V ~ dx + w, ~ dx -- E d# ~la da 
=-2 (#'~')(ElVw'12 +lw'12)da-~ (~'~) dr 
c (" I~w,I 2 
Here we used the identity 
c~w~ 
Vw, = ~'7  on 
which follows from the Dirichlet boundary condition. 
F, 
Now let us assume that ~o has been chosen in such a way that p.y ~< 0 in the intersection of F 
with the support of q~. We then derive that 
~r dw' 2d~r ~< 2 IIw'll ~g' I# "YI c~ ~- ~ , (27) 
provided g, ~ Hl(f~). To check this inequality, we make use again of identity (26); cpfis in Ha(O) 
because f was given smooth; E(Acp)u, converges to zero in H'(O) when c---, 0 because we already 
2 know that x/~Vu, remains bounded in L (f~); finally, E(V~0).Vu, remained bounded in HI(f/), 
provided ~o has been chosen in such a way that the support of V~0 does not contain any corner 
of F. Indeed from problem (12) we see that EAu, is bounded in L2(f/) and, consequently, Eu, is 
bounded in H:(co) for every open subset co in f /such that Oco does not contain any corner of F. 
Summing up, we see that 
for every unit vector/~ and every ~0 ~ ~(~) such that: 
(i) # .~ ~< 0 in the intersection of F with the support of ~o; 
(ii) the support of V~0 does not contain any corner of F. 
It is clear that, by compactness we can find a finite partition of the unity on ~ by functions 
fulfilling (i) and (ii) and, consequently, Lemma 3.3 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. As earlier, we shall use identities (20)-(22). Let us consider the contribution 
of one of the sides Fj; in other words let us fix j. Let also 6j be the straight line that supports Fi, 
while 6 d is one of the two straight lines parallel to 6 i at a distance d from 6 i. It follows from Lemma 
3.2 and from inequality (24) that 
aft [Iv~l~. (x)l 2 + Iv~I~ (x)l 2] act = O(exp(--2d/x//E)). (28) 
Now a further problem with non-convex angles is that the whole of F s is not at a distance greater 
than d from Fj. Consequently, inequality (23) does not follow from equation (28) and we must 
estimate 
f r - "~ (x )12] dtr(x )' [I v[l~ (x)l  2 + I ''('' 
for k ~j .  In all cases Fa c~ 6 d is a segment I not parallel to F i [we eliminate the case where Fj and 
Fk are parallel, which is solved using equation (28) again] and every point of I is farther than d 
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from Fj. By rotating and translating the coordinate axis we can assume that I is included in the 
xl axis, while we have the inclusion 
Fk--c{(yl,y2); yj=c(y2-d), y2>~d}. 
From equation (21) we derive that 
v,.k (x)[ <~e E,(x-y)lr/,(y)lda(y ) 
,,/rk 
or, equivalently, 
Iv~(x)l <<. e E,(x, - c [Y2 - d]; -Y2)lr/,(c[y2 - d], y2)ldy2. 
,la 
Taking inequality (24) into account we get, therefore, that there exists a constant C such that 
If, ,v, l{(x),2da(x)l l"2<.C~[ff ,E,(y)[2dyl'/2 (29) 
y2)d 
This will be estimated by means of the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4 
We have 
ffx2>~alE,(y),2 dy = O( !  exp(-  2d/x/~) ). (30) 
We postpone the proof of Lemma 3.4 and proceed in proving Theorem 3.2. From inequality (29) 
and equation (30) we deduce that 
It remains to prove the same result for v~IE2(x); however, this is comparatively easy since 8, remains 
bounded in maximum-norm exactly as in the case of a convex f2. Consequently, we have 
Iv~.~2(x)12da(x) ~<Cmaxey2~R 7y2 (.v,,y2) dy~ (31) 
We conclude the proof of Theorem 3.2 by using the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.5 
We have 
fa ~ 63Ec Y2) 1 max (Yl dy, ~< exp(-  d/x/e). 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. From equation (19) it follows that 
1 (*~ , f /  
dx3, 
where p2 = x~ + x 2. We set 
~ - p  
s= v/~ 
or, equivalently, x3= x/x/~s(x/~s +2p)and, thus, we get 
lfo E'(x) = ~-e~E exp(-s)exp(-P/x/~c) x/x/~s(~/~s + 2p) 
(32) 
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and, consequently, 
where p2 = x~ + x] with 
Now it follows that 
1 E,(x) ~< C: ~ exp(-  P/xf~), 
as 
C2 = 2n exp(-s) V/~. 
f fx2>~alE,(x)12 dx <~  rt fa~ exp(-~-~E) dp 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. We have first / ,/x~+x~+x~) 
dE, x2 f+~ exp~- - -V /~- -  (~  
~x~ (x~, x~) = ~ ~ -~- :~. .~- -~ (x~ + x2 + x3) 
and, thus, 
exp( 
i ff / 
C~ = ~-: ~ exp(- 2d/w/E). 
-t- ! ~ dx3 
,/Xl ~ + x~ + x~/ 
flOE, (x,, x2) dxl p dp 
and 
fd ~ ( X//-~+X2"X 1 fd '~ X2 f,/ exp(_tr/x/~)_~2, x2 exp ~/~ ) ~< ~ exp(- p/x/~) dp + ~ d2+ xi 
where we have set a = Px/~--~:" Integrating the last integral by parts we get, finally, 
fa~[t~E, x2) l ~- x (x,, dx, ~< ~ exp(-d/v/~) 
x2 I  exp( - -a /x / /~) f~ 1 f 
exp( x/-~ + x2) 1 
1 x2 x// ~< exp(_ d/x/~). 
~< ~ exp(-d/~/E) + 4hE x /~ + x~ 
This is the claim of Lemma 3.5. 
(33) 
4. ESTIMATES WITH BARRIER FUNCTIONS 
This section is devoted to the proof of some maximum-norm estimates, on the boundary, for 
auc 
07 
when u, is solution of the model problem (2). 
We assume that f~ is bounded convex with polygonal boundary F; consequently, F+, F0, F_ 
meet only at angles of F.t Thus, we are dealing with u, e H0~(D), the solution of 
--EAu, + D~u~ +u~ =f (34) 
Due to the convexity of the corners of [1, it is known that u, ~ H2([I) and there even exist some 
p > 2 such that u, ~ l, V2p(f~) and, consequently, the first derivatives of u, are continuous up to the 
tRecall that F+. F0, F are defined here by 7~ > 0, 7t = 0 and ~,~ < 0, respectively. 
C,A.M.W.A. 13,9-11--F 
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boundary. Therefore it is possible to seek upper bounds for 
0u, 
07 ' 
In Oleinik and Radkievitz [11] such estimates are proved at least in the case of a smooth boundary. 
The precise statement, here, is as follows: 
max I~ < c/c 
while 




for every compact subset in the interior of F0 U F . Due to the very special operator that we 
consider here, we shall improve these estimates, as follows. 
Theorem 4.1 
Let f~ be a bounded open convex subset of R 2 with a polygonal boundary. Then there exists 
a constant C (which does not depend on E) such that u,, the solution of equation (34), satisfies 
0u, 0u, 0u, 
maXr 0y + x/~ maXr0 t37 + E maXr+ 07 ~< C maxn I f  I. (37) 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we shall make use of barrier functions. Now, however, 
we shall use different kinds of barrier functions on different parts of the boundary. 
(i) Estimates on F .  Let us consider a segment Fj in F . As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we 
denote by nj(x) the component in the direction of 7 j of the vector x -p jx ,  where pj is the orthogonal 
projection on the straight line that supports Fj. The corresponding barrier is simply 
W,(X ) = --Or rtj(X ). (38) 
It is clear that w~/> 0 in fi, since f~ is a convex polygon. Next, we have 
Consequently, we have 
( -eA+Dl+l )w,=-~7{+w~>-~7{ in ft. 
_u , -w ,~<0 on F (39) 
and 
( -eA+Dl+l ) (++_u, -w, )=+f+~v{<~O on ~, (40) 
provided we have chosen 
1 
~> ~-~ max [ f  [ 
(recall that 7{ < 0 since Fj m_ F_). Applying now the maximum principle, we get 
+u, -w,~O on ~2 
or, equivalently, + u~ ~< w~. On the other hand, we know that u, = w, = 0 on Fj. It follows that 
Ou, r, Ow, rs 
This proves the part of inequality (37) which concerns F .  
(ii) Estimates on Fo. We now consider a segment Fj in F0 and introduce the corresponding 
barrier, 
w~(x)=~{l-exp[nj (x) /x/~]},  ~ >0 
[previously used in equation (15)], defined in the domain Q,--f~c~ {x; nj(x)> -x /~}.  Again it is 
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clear that w, >I 0 in ~,, since fl is convex, and we have 
w,=~( l -e - ' )>0 on dQ,\F. 
Now we can use the maximum principle for Ue, the solution of the Dirichlet problem for equation 
(34), and we get the inequality 
Consequently, we have 
provided 
On the other hand, we have 
and, consequently, 
max lu, I ~ max I f l .  (41) 
+u, -w,~<0 on c~Q,, (42) 
t> (1 - e- ' ) - '  max Ifl. 
fl 
(--EA + D 1 + 1)W, = 
( -EA+D,+I ) (+u, -w, )= ++_f-~<~O in Q,. (43) 
Applying again the maximum principle, we conclude that + u, <~ w, on the whole of Q,. Since 
u, = w, = 0 on Fj, it follows that 
c~u, r, "< c~w, rj ct -+N 07 
This is the part of inequality (37) which concerns F 0. 
(iii) Estimates on F+. We now consider a segment Fj in F+ and modify the previous procedure 
by setting 
and Q~ = ~n {x; nj(x) > - E}. This leads again to 
+u~-w~<0 on OQ,, (45) 
provided 
~t />(1 -e  -p) lmnaxlfl. 
However, we now have 
( - -EA+Dj+l )w~=ct - -c texp( f ln JQ  1- - - -  - -  >t 
£ 
if we suppose fl/> 7~ (recall that y~ > 0 now since FjcF+). 
It follows that 
( -EA+D,+I ) (+_u , -w, )= +_f-~t<~O in Q, 
and we conclude as previously that 
- -  ~ rj  ~ d~ rj c 
This completes the proof of inequality (37)• In addition, we have obtained the relation: 
E l 1 1 y~ • max --=-; max C=max 1-e - " r j~r_ lv~l  rj~_r+ 1-ex-p(-v{)  m ax l f t .  
(46) 
(47) 
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Remark 4.1 
From relation (47) we are allowed to expect an estimate of the following kind, when the 
boundary of R is regular: 
where Co is an absolute constant. However, this is nothing more than a pure formal extrapolation 
of relation (47). 
5. INEQUALITY (B.C.G.) IN A CONVEX-LIKE DOMAIN 
We turn back to the method of proof outlined in Section 2. We have already proved inequality 
(37) that implies expression (11). In order to be able to use inequality (10) we also need a kernel 
for (-tA + a .V + b))‘. As in the preceeding section, we restrict ourselves to the case where 
a.V+b =D,+ 1. 
Lemma 5.1 
The kernel for (-tA + D, + 1))’ in R* is given (up to a constant) by 
(48) 
Proof. We write (-tA + D, + 1))’ as a Dunford integral, taking advantage of the fact that the 
set of all differential operators with constant coefficients is a commutative Banach algebra 
(-cA+D,+l)-‘=A .(--tA+z))‘(D,-z+l))‘dz, 
s ,’ 
where y is a simple curve in the complex plane, joining cc exp( - 8,) to cc exp(i&), where 
avoiding the negative real axis and the half-plane defined by Re z 2 1. 
Now from equation (19) it follows that (--CA + z))’ is given by the convolution by the kernel 
1 -1 
+m exp (-@Tm) 
47x -_oc J_ dx3, 
while (0, - z + 1))’ is the convolution by the kernel 
expKz - lhl Y(4) SW, 
where 6 is the Dirac measure and Y the Heaviside function whose value is one for x, 2 0 and zero 
for x1 < 0. Consequently, (-t A + D, + 1))’ is the convolution with the kernel 
o5 exp - 
[J 
f J(x, --Y,)2+p2 1 
J(x, -Y,)2+P2 
expKz - l)xldy, 
where p2 = x: + x:. 
We integrate first in z [setting A2 = (x1 - y, )2 + p2]: 
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= exp[ -~- - - / _  exp(yl ~2) t~ + dg \ ,teylJm A 
2yl x/~ 
- 2ylA~/- - -4-~yl i:z A exp -- exp(yl ~2) dd~ 
2Yl ~/~ 
- _] 2y, x/e 
ex . ,  [ l f ; :  dt] 2,~/2N/~ \ 4E Y,} 
It follows that, up to a constant, ( -¢A + Dt + 1)-~ is the convolution by the kernel 
1 f +~ 1 --y,)2+X2,+ }dx3 { ~o" ~-~j3/2 exp[ (x' X~]dy, 
4e Yt 
and this is the claim of Lemma 5,1. Q.E.D. 
Let us go back to inequality (10). Clearly, it involves a lot of convolutions and in estimating 
v we shall need the norms of the corresponding convolution kernels. 
We summarize all the needed results in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2 
The following convolution kernels have norms equal to the number in square brackets after each 
of them: 
O 1 (i) G , ( ' ;d ) [  (~exp( - Id l /4x /~) )  1
(ii) D2G,(';d) IO(!exp(-Idl/4x/eE))] 
(iii) G<(a(~) ; . ( -~~))  [O(exp(-Idi/2e))]. 
Proof. (i) We have to estimate 
f+~ l I=ff ~ exp{ [ -  y~ -~ (xl-y~)2+d2+x~]} dy'dx'dx3 I G,(x,; d) ldxl = ~ .)0 4e Yl y~/2 --O~ 2 




= the integral with respect o x~ and x3 is equal to ey~ up to some absolute constant. Thus, we 
get 
1 ~ 1 dt  foeXp[-(y,-a'hqdY'= exp[ (, /,a! 
- -  4e y l j j  x /~ l ~f0  ~ - ~  + ~) ]~ ~ 2x/~ 
I~  1 e3/,f~fo°~ F ld l ( t+~)]  at - expk- ~--~ ,/7' 
where we have set 
t = -~-Y l  • 
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Now we split the last integral into two pieces by integrating on [0,1] and [1,oo] and we put 
1 s=-  for t6[0,1]. 
t 
We thus obtain an integral ess than or equal to 
1[  [" exp( Id[ 1 / dt+ fj°° expl [dl "~ dt-l 
, ~ ' )~ J  
-- E3/4 V/~Ifj exp(--~---~ s )S~-b ld '  "~ ds fl exp( -  ~'d' t'~//~jdt ] 
X~ ~ t) dt 
I x~. /2exp{_  Idl "~ ~exp( [d[ ~ e3/4 w- \  4x/~,]f ° ,) dt 
2x//2 // Idl "X f~ dt 
- -  W ex~k - ~ ,  Jo exp~-, / ,5, 
and this is the desired estimate for the first kernel. 
(ii) We now compute 
f-oo 2~/2fo i f  ~ iy [D2 G,(x~ ; d) I dx2 = d ~'  exp - j + 
oo J J R 2 (. 
,.,f/ [ ( '~)][f;. ( =2e5/2 exp - Y~+ sexp 
(x,--yi)2 + d2 + x2-]'~ dyl dxl dx3 
4e y, J ;  y~/: 
. . . .  dyl x~ + x~'~ dxl dx3 
4e yl ) y~/2" 
Up to a constant, this is equal to 
÷ 
f/ E( [; ( ;~.,~ d'l [d[ _ dZ "~dy, Id[ d,/2v4 d2"~ at exp(_t)t_~ exp - y, 4eyj]y~/2<~7~ exp -~-~] t~+ E3/2 
ras;~ +i,~ d,] Id13/___~ exp( - s) ds exp(--t) t- ~ 
L I dl al/2,fi ~ at/2,/; 
~<- exp(-s) ~<- exp(- [ dl/4x/e) exp( -s ) - -  E d,'2.A x/s E 
and this is the second estimate in Lemma 5.2. 
(iii) We have 
+~ ad 
L °~0 x' ' • x.~ _~.x ,  ~ '  x/1 +aUI 
ds 
@, 
1 fo~ffR { I (ax2-°t-Y')2+(x2+fl)2+x~l}dy'dx2dx3 
= e 3/---5 2 exp - YJ + 4ey~ y~/2 
where 
d 
x/l + a 2 
(and therefore ]d[ = ~ + f12). 
and fl = - -  
ad 
x/1 + a 2 
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Now we consider the polynomial in Yl, x2 that appears inside the exponential, i.e. 
(ax2 - ~ - Yl)2 + (x2 + fl)2 = (1 + a2)x ~ - 2 x2 [a (~ + Y t) - fl] + (~ + Y~ )2 + f12 
+ y,__)_ fl._  ), 
=( l+a 2) x~-2x2 a l+a  z |+(°~+Yt + 
=( l+a 2) x2 l+a2 l+a2 t-(0~+yl)2+ 
= (1 + a2)(X2 - -  C) 2 3i- (Yl + ~ "t- aft) 2. 
From this identity we deduce 
f_~G,(ax2 +~,l/i--~;d x24 ~jlad ~ x,. 
' fo~f f  { [ (l+a2)(x2-c)2+(Y'+m+afl)2+x!]} dy'd 2dx3 
= E3/--5 mexp - -  Yl 4 4cyz y~]2 
If0+ {[ (.v,+o +afl)2]}{ffRexp[(l+a2)(x2-c)2+x!l }dyt x ~-~ exp - Yl + 4E Yt ' 2 -~-Ey-~t dx2 dx3 y~/---i" 
This last integral is, up to a constant, equal to 
1 1 ~ 
which in turn, by rescaling E for instance, is equal to 
by setting 
+~ +a/3)2]} dy, 
4E Yl x /~ '  
c~) 
4 i~ JJV@~ 
I \ d 2 -[1 dyl 
= N/  /dO L 
, +, 
<~ ~ exp -- exp(--y,/4¢) 
= 2 exp - exp( - t )  dt 
Yl 
t ~- -  
4¢' 
This is the third estimate in Lemma 5.2. 
We are now quite ready to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. I 
Let ~ be a bounded open convex subset of R 2 with a polygonal boundary F. We assume that 
F_ has no comer. Then if u, is the solution of problem (34) with the Dirichlet boundary condition, 
there exists a constant K (depending on fbut  not on E) and constants ~+, % > 0 (independent of
f and ¢) such that 
where do(x) [resp. d+ (x) denote the distance from x to F0 (resp. F+)]._When F_ has some corners, 
then inequality (52) is still valid with an extra term behaving as x/e in the r.h.s, bracket. 
This is plainly the inequality (B.C.G.) in the case of our problem (34). 
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we rewrite equation (8) as follows: 
u, -uo=e( -EA+D,+ 1)-lh + ~ F ' ( l ) ' " l - " ( l l - ) l  (53)  
1 , 
where 
v~l ~.=c( -EA+D,+I )  ~q,®rr ,  (54) 
and 
ar r  s 
{; ( - - tA+D,+I ) - '8 ,  ®--~-- when r j_= F0 
v~"l] = otherwise. (55) 
Here q~ = ¢,~ + l and it follows from Theorem 4.1 that 6~ remains bounded on each Fj _ F , while 
x//E ~, remains bounded on each Fj _m F0 and ~ ~, remains bounded on each Fj ___ F+. On the other 
hand, 8~ = k and thus remains bounded. Now, from Lemma 5.2, we deduce that 
v ~> exp( - d/2E) ~< KE (56) I ,.j(x)t <~ K E 
if Fj _ F , dist(x; 6j) ~> d, where 6j is the straight line that supports Fj. Next 
I 1 
I~,,j" °)(x)[ ~< K E ~ exp( -  d/4x/~) ~ = K exp( -  d/4x/~) (57) 
if Fj ~_ Fo, dist(x; 6j) >/d. Also, 
I vll~(x)[ ~ K E exp(--d/2E) _l = K exp(--d/ZE) (58) 
E 
if Fj ~_ F+, dist(x; 6j) ~> d. Finally, 
IvP,~(x)l ~< K t 1 exp(_ d/4x//~ ) = K exp( -  d/4x/~ ). (59) 
c 
We conclude by observing that since F has no corner, h is a bounded function and from the 
maximum principle, it follows that 
IE(--EA + Di + 1) -j hl ~< t max [h 1. (60) 
R 2 
Now inequality (52) follows directly from equation (53) by adding all the estimates (5660). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 5.1, we must now study the case where F has some angles. 
Then it is no longer true that w0, the solution of equation (6), is regular in f~ and C~. Indeed, 
equation (6) may be rewritten as 
(O1 + 1)w0 =f .  
Solving this equation explicitly, it is readily seen that 
¢~6F o
Aw 0=h+k ®~+l®6r+,~,~m,b(x2-y , ) ,  
where the mis are some constants and the y,(i e I) are the projections on the x2-axis of the corners 
in F_. Consequently, in equation (53) we get an extra term 
E( -EA+D,  + 1) -I ~ m,6(x2--y,). 
is l  
From convolution kernel (49), it follows that 
I [E( - -~A+D~+I)  l mir(x 2 -  y~)](x)l ~<KE~exp( -d /4x /~)~<Kx~ 
~4 
if Ix 2 -Yil/> d. This proves that we must add x/~ to the bracket on the r.h.s, of inequality (52). 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete. 
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6. ESTIMATES ON THE BOUNDARY IN L 2 NORMS 
In this section we prove some estimates analogous to inequality (37) but where maximum norms 
are replaced by L2 norms, in the case of a general domain f~ (not necessarily convex). We still work 
on the model equation (34). Some estimates are well-known and easily obtained by integrating by 
parts. These are 
II u, II +~/~ IlVu, l[ ~< 211fll, (61) 
where the norm is that of L2(f~). Furthermore, we still have 
max lu, I ~< max If l  (62) 
by the maximum principle. 
These inequalities are not sufficient o estimate 
0u~ 
0y 
on the boundary however they allow us to localize equation (34) as we have already done in the 
proof of Lemma 3.3. Thus, let ~0 be a function in ~(~)  and set w, = q3u,. This function w, is still 
in H0~(f~) and is the solution of 
-E  Aw, + D 1 W, "q- W~ = g, in fl, (63) 
where 
g, = q~f+ (Ol ~o)u, -- E[A; q~] u,. (64) 
It follows from inequality (61) that g, is a bounded sequence in Lz(f~). 
Next we shall try to obtain an estimate for D~ w, by multiplying equation (63) by D~ w, itself and 
integrating by parts. We get 
ft.lgeDlwcdx : -(- ; Aw, Diw, dx"r;QIDiw~12dx-~;t2Diwcw, dx 
;o ;ow, 
=-fr low2 2E IVw,12yldtr + llD, w, llz-e jrl OT i ~,da. 
It follows that 
[ID~w'll2~llD~w'llllg'll+2 07 ~ dtr. (65) 
This is the key for the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.1 
Let f~ be a bounded open subset o fR  2 with a piecewise smooth boundary; then for every compact 
subset K in f~ such that KmF÷ = 0 there exists a constant C (depending onfbut  not on E) such 
that 
(fx 'DI u'12dx) 1/2~C" (66) 
Proof. We choose a q~ ~ ~(~)  whose support does not meet F+ and such that q~(x) = 1 for every 
x e K. Then the boundary integral in inequality (65) is non-positive, i.e. f0w  
07 Ytdtr~<0; 
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indeed, we have ~)1 < 0 on the part of F that intersects the support of 
~w~ 
~y 
Consequently, we deduce from inequality (65) the inequality 
II DI w, II ~< IIg, tl and inequality (66) follows. Q.E.D. 
A subsequent result is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.2 
Let f~ be a bounded open subset of R 2 with a piecewise smooth boundary and let G be a part 
of F such that ~ ~ F0 U F+ = 0; then there exists a constant C such that 
c~'/ ~< x/~. (67) 
Proof We use inequality (65) again together with II Di w, II ~< IIg, II. 
Thus, we get 
'f,°w, 2 - O? 1711da ~< IIg, II 2, (68) 
provided the support of ¢p does not meet F+; inequality (67) follows readily. Q.E.D. 
Now we also need bounds for 
~u~ 
out of G. For this purpose we denote by ~ an open subset of fl such that fil c~ F+ = 0 and which 
contains the support of ~o. We have 
w, e H~(~ 1) "] 
-cAw,+w,=h, in i l l , f  (69) 
where h, remains bounded in L2(f~ ) while ¢ --, 0. We observe that this is the same problem as in 
equations (25), however we cannot assume that h, remains bounded in H~(f~l ). Multiplying problem 
(69) by D2w , and integrating by parts we obtain Lemma 6.3. 
Lemma 6.3 
Let f~ be a bounded open subset of R 2 with a piecewise smooth boundary F and let G be a part 
of F such that G c~ F+ = 0; then there exists a constant C such that 
f G (~U~, 2 X~l/2 C de)  ~ E-3/4 " 
Proof From problem (69) it follows that 
fnh, Dzw, dx= --cfnAw, D2w, dx+fn  
Consequently, we have 
w, D2 w, dx 
= --~ - -  da+E Vw,'VDaw, dx 
= -E  . &7 ?2da+~ IVw, le?2da. 
07 72da ~< IIh, II IID2w, II 
(70) 
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and, since x/~ u, remains bounded in HI(f1), we get 
J~ a,/ 
Finally, we choose a partition of unity on G, defined by functions ~o • ~(~)  whose support does 
not meet F+ and such that either V~ < 0 or 72 > 0 on the intersection of the support of ~o with F. 
Then we apply inequality (68) in the first case and inequality (71) in the second and third cases. 
Inequality (70) follows by addition. Q.E.D. 
For the moment we have got no estimate for 
~u~ 
&7 
on a neighbourhood of F÷. Using inequality (61), we observe that E 3~2 Au, remains bounded in 
L2(~)). Then if ~0 is any function in ~(~)  we have, for w, = ~0u,, the identity 
~3/2 Aw, -- ~o C': Au, + ~3,2 [A; ~0]u, 
and, consequently, ~3/2 Aw, also remains bounded in L2(fl). 
Now let p be any unit vector in R 2 (as in the proof of Lemma 3.3); we have the following 
identities: 
fo ~w~ l fr ]~w~ 2aft" Au~  dx = 5 (P "? ) W (72) 
This is the key for Lemma 6.4. 
Lemma 6.4 
Let t~ be a bounded open subset of RE with a piecewise smooth boundary F, then there exists 
a constant C such that 
(f c ~< --. (73) 
Proof We use a partition of unity on F, build up with functions ¢pj • ~(~)  such that there exists 
for each (pj a unit vector #j in R 2 with the property that #j'7 has a positive lower bound in the 
support of rpj. 
Applying equation (72) for each j, we get 
r(lAj.?) t~((PJUt) 2do. 
Since we know that e 3/2 A((pj u,) is bounded in L2(f~), using inequality (61) we conclude that there 
exists Cj such that 
~((pju,) 2da <~ ,  
f (&, 7 ~7 ) Vj. 
Inequality (73) follows by adding the previous inequalities. Summing up, we get the following 
analogue of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 6.1 
Let f~ be a bounded open subset of R 2 with a piecewise smooth boundary F. Then for each & > 0 
there exists a constant C (which depends on f but not on E) such that u,, the solution of problem 
(34), satisfies 
, ,,4) 
where F ~_ is the subset of F consisting of all points farther than 6 from F0 U F+, while F0 6 is the 
subset of F U Fo of all points farther than & from F+. 
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Furthermore, if we assume that F_ meets F0 or F+ at angles of F, then in the first integral, we 
can replace F 6_ by F_ c~ F0 ~. 
In particular, it follows from the last claim, that when F+ n F = 0 (and therefore the distance 
between F+ and F is strictly positive), we have the estimate 
da ~< ~-~E' (75) 
This is a global estimate on F . 
Proof. The main result follows plainly from Lemmas 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. We have only to check 
the improvement of inequality (74) indicated at the end. This goes back to inequality (68); we have 
only to observe that under our further assumption, I?tl is bounded from below on the whole of 
F_. Q.E.D. 
The only weakness of the previous estimates i that we have no precise bound for 
c~7 
on F0 t3 F near the end points of F+. We shall now improve our results by going back to equation 
(63). Instead of working with a fixed ~o, we shall also allow (o to depend on 6. Thus, let q~, ~ ~(~) 
and set w, = (o,u," then w, is still the solution of equation (63) but with g, given by 
g, = ~o,f+ (D1 ~o,) u, -- E[A; G]u,. (76) 
In order that g, remains bounded in L2(f~), as previously, and in view of inequalities (61) and (62), 
we shall assume that 
Iq~,l + ~ IVy0,1 + c IA~o,I ~ C, (77) 
for every E > 0, and that the surface of the support of D~ <p, is < C~. Under these assumptions, 
inequality (65) still holds and, consequently, II D~ w, IL remains bounded provided the support of ~0, 
does not intersect F+. Then it follows that -~  Aw, + w, = h, remains bounded in L2(f~) and we 
can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 6.3. This leads to the inequality 
.Jrl ~7 [ ?2da ~< IIh, ltllD2w, ll. 
Here IID2w, II is O(1/x/6 ) as a consequence of inequalities (61) and (77) and, in conclusion, 
inequality (71) is still valid. 
This technique allows us to prove, for instance, the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.2 
Let fl be a bounded open subset of R 2 with a piecewise smooth boundary and let u, be the 
solution of problem (34). Assume that F+ n F_ is empty and that F0 meet F+ at an angle; then 
there exists a constant C such that 
( J r  ~u '2 \1"2C 0~r~"' -Y da)  ~<,3,,. (78) 
We recall that according to the notation introduced in the statement of Theorem 6.1, l'oc~Fo~' is 
the subset of F0 of all points farther than ~ from F+. 
Proof. We have only to consider the case where the angle between F+ and F0 is non-convex. 
Otherwise, we would do better to applying Theorem 4.1. Let us consider one end point of F+ ; for 
simplicity we translate it to the origin. It is also an end point of F 0 which necessarily coincides 
locally with the positive half-axis and which ~ is above (possibly by changing the orientation of 
some axis). 
We proceed in checking that we are able to build a q~, fulfilling all the hypotheses mentioned 
above and such that G(x~, 0) = 1 for xi >/,4/~. Then inequality (78) will follow from expression 
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(71). Indeed, we define 40< as follows: 
40 , Xl~<0 
40 , xl >~0, 
where 40 is a function in C°°(R) such that 
1 
40(x)=0 for x~,  
40(x) = 1 for x/> 1 and 40(x)~ [0, 1] everywhere. Actually we must modify 40, far from the origin 
in such a way (independent of E) that its support does not intersect F . .  
It could be possible, using the same techniques, to obtain some improvements in Theorem 6.1 
also when F+ and F have a common end point. However, we prefer to try to estimate D2 u, on 
~, since this is the last information that we need to be able to use equation (8) in the case where 
is non-empty. We shall prove the following. 
Theorem 6.3 
Let [l be a bounded open subset of R 2 with a piecewise smooth boundary and let u, be the 
solution of problem (34). Assume that the points where F0, F and _~÷ meet are corners of F and 
that E meet F+ in smooth points only; then for each 6 >>0 there exists a constant C such that 
<'14(flD2u<12dxl) IZ)2u<12dx,) c  (79) 
\d  z~ 
where E~ is the subset of ~ which contains the points farther than 6 from F+, while E~ is its 
complementary in E. 
Proof. Starting from problem (34) and using the estimates in inequality (61) we know that ¢ 312Au, 
remains bounded in L2(fl). In the same way we see that for every 40 e~(~) ,  E3/2Aw< remains 
bounded in L2 (f2), where w< = <pu,. Now we suppose that there exists an open subset f~, in fl, with 
a smooth boundary that contains the support of 40. We have therefore w, eHo~(fll), and, 
consequently, by the well-known shift theorem for regular boundary-value problems, we see that 
~3i2w< remains bounded in H2(t'll). We already know that E~law< remains bounded in Hl(~l). 
Consequently, taking the trace of Dlw, on E we conclude that 
I D2 w, 12 dxl ~< --. (80) 
E 
This is sufficient for proving the part of estimate (79) that concerns Z~. 
Now let us turn to E~. We can choose a compact K such that Ea _ K and fulfilling the 
assumptions in Lemma 6.1. Thus if 40 ~ ~(~), is such that its support does not intersect F+ and 
that 40 = 1 in a neighbourhood of E~, we claim that equation (69) is true. 
Furthermore, we can choose f~j piecewise smooth with no turning point. Thus, c Aw< is bounded 
in L2(fl~), while from inequality (61) it follows that xf~ Aw, is bounded in H- l ( f i l ) .  Thus, by 
interpolation 
II Eln+"Aw< I1,, , +2°~,) ~< C, 
for every 
If we take 
but near enough from 
1 
r/>> ~, 
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(according to the angles of F~), it follows from Kellogg [12] that 
II ~ L2"w. I1., + ~"ln,~ ~< C. 
This estimate together with the fact that ~ ~'-~ w2 is bounded in Hl(~u), implies that 
ID2w, 12dxl ~ ~3'4" (81) 
This is sufficient for proving the part of estimate (80) that concerns 5; 6 . Using techniques similar 
to those we used in the proof of Theorem 6.2 it is certainly possible to improve the previous results 
but we shall not enter into such details. 
7. INEQUALITY (B.C.G.) IN A GENERAL DOMAIN 
We now put together the estimates proved in Section 6, the representation formulae of Section 2 
and the estimates for the kernels derived in Lemma 5.2. The first result of general character that 
we state is the following. 
Theorem 7.1 
Let f~ be a bounded open subset of R 2 with a polygonal boundary F. Let u, be the solution of 
problem (34). Assume that F+ c~F = 0 and that EnF+ does not contain any corner of F. Then 
there exists a constant C such that 
exp , -  ~- )  + 7 exp( -  4 - -~)] ,  (82, 
where Fa+ ,ao is the boundary of f~a~,a0, the subset of ~ of those points which are farther than d+ 
from F+ and farther than do from Fo from F 0 U E. 
Proof. As indicated in Section 2 we work in co, one of the connected components of f~\E. There, 
we use the identity (8). The first term, i.e. 
~(-~A + DI + !) I h, 
is uniformly bounded by C x/~ ; this is proved exactly in the same fashion as in Theorem 5.1. The 
other terms are the sum of 
and 
v~,n~=¢(-¢A+D~ + l) 'r/,®dit) 
f a6rj ~(-cA+Di  + 1) I  o~, ® ~- -  7 
v~l'J/= L0  otherwise. 
when Fj ___ 70 
(83) 
(84) 
Here, as earlier, we have indicated by Fj the various sides of ~o. Now, from Theorems 6. I and 6.3, 
we know that 
when Fj ~ 7-, while at least 
II ~. II L~,r;)= o (~)  (85) 
when Fj ~_ Y0 U 7+. Finally, from the beginning we know that 
11 g~ I1 c~it? = O(1) (87) 
when Fj ~_ Y0. 
Next let (as in the proof of Theorem 3.2) 6 d be one of the two straight lines parallel to Fj at 
a distance d from Fj. Using Lemma 5.2 we derive the following estimates: 
It v ~ = O(x/~ exp(--d/2E)) (88) c,j II L2(Sld) 
L2,,:,, 0(!)  86, 
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when Fj ~_ 7-; 
when F j~ y+; and 
and 
v(I) l,4 L2(a~" =O(exp(--d/2E )) (89) 
(') = O(~ -- d/4x/~)) II v,.s II £2(~ exp( (90) 
II v ~ [I L2(6~ = o (exp( - d/4 ~)) .  (91) 
At first sight this seems to be exactly what we need to prove inequality (82). However, exactly 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we have problems with non-convex angles. Indeed, we must estimate 
in addition 
fF (1) 12 (ll) 2] [Iv,.k(x) +1 da(x), v,,k(x)l 
d +,doc~6j d 
for k 4 = L such that Fk and Fj have a common end point which is a non-convex angle of co. In 
view of the definition of Y and co, we have only to consider the following cases: 
(i) Fj is a part of 70 and Fk a part of 7+; 
(ii) Fj is a part of 7+ and Fk a part of 7o; 
(iii) Fj and Fk are both in 7+ ; 
(iv) Fj and Fk are both in 7-. 
Let us consider initially, the first case. We assume that the angle between 
3~ 
Fj and F k is 2~ 
for simplicity. Thus, translating the corresponding corner to the origin we are reduced to the case 
where 
Fj~_{(xl, O); xl/>0}, while Fk~{(0, y0; Yl~<0} 
and v~.~--0, owing to equation (84). It follows that 
[f6d 71/2 Iv~l~(x)l 2 da(x)] ~< EMII Y]elIL2(~,~, (92) 
where M = max(Mi, M2) and 
Ml =max IG,(x;d-y)ldx (93) y~<0 _~ 
and 
M~=maxf~x~R ~]G'(x;d-y)[dY" 
Now, from Lemma 5.2, we know that 
M l= O(~ e exp(-d/4xf~)) ;  
it remains to estimate M2. Using identity (48), we get 





tThe case of a general non-convex angle leads to more complicated integrals in the sequel. However, after escaling the 
different variables involved, these integrals are easily reduced to those we have estimated. 
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An upper estimate for the partial integral with respect o x2 and x3 is given by 
f )  dx2 f+~ exp( x~+x~\ ~ 2~exp(_ r2  exp( 4~1)" y )dX3<'fa rdrfo ~eyl)dO=4rrEY, - 
Consequently, we have 
+~ 4~ fa [G'(x"x2)ldx2<<'--~efo exp[ - (y ,  + 4Ey--~l)Jx/-f~. d2 " -] dy, 
We have already dealt with such an integral in part (i) of the proof of Lemma 5.2., where we found 
an estimate by 
ox , 
In conclusion, we have proved that 
M= O(-~E exp( -d /4x /~) )  
and from expressions (92) and (86), we get 
[f~1 [V~l')k(X)12da(x)li/2= 0(--~ exp( -d /4xf~)) ,  
which is the desired estimate in the first case. 
We now turn to the second case. We still assume that the angle between 
Fj and F k is 3rr/2 
and we translate the corresponding corner to the origin and manage in order that Fj __ {(0, yt); 
y, ~< 0}, while Fk c_ {(Xt, 0); x~ >/0). We now have 
[;~I -ll"2 (1) Iv,.k(x)t 2 da(x)J cN I[ r/, II,~(r,), 
where N = max (N1, N2) and 
and 
(95) 
f O + °° N2 = max [G,(-d - x,y)l dx. (97) y~R 1 
From Lemma 5.2, we know that N~ = O(exp ( -d/2e)) ;  to estimate N2, we use identity (48) and thus, 
fO +°c l l -djox~ ,7 dY' f { I Y' (xt -- Y')2 + x~ + [ G, ( -  d - x, x2) I dx = e- ~ a- ~ d0 y I - o~ exp - + - dx 3 , 
The partial integral with respect to Xl and x3 is estimated as follows (for every x2): 
f-df+o~_~ -~ expl  (xi-y')2+x~+x~ldx, 4(.y, I 
C d-y' f+~(  x~+x2"~'-4~y I / [ (d+y')2]4Ey: J" ~< dx, exp " J ( lX  3 ~ 4n•y, exp
d -oc  -m 
Integrating now in Yt, we obtain 
fo +°c 4;zf~ {[  (d+yl)21]'dyt4~ff~l -JJ IG,(-d-x, x2) I dx~-~ exp - y ,+ 
v 
This last integral has already been estimated in part (iii) of the proof of Lemma 5.2, where we found 
an estimate by O(exp(-d/2e)) .  In conclusion, we have proved that 
N = O (exp ( - d/2E)). 
f 
+ao 
N~ = max [G,(-d - x,y)l dy (96) 
x~O _•  
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From expressions (95) and (86), it follows that 
I;~ I v?~(x)l 2da(x)l'/2=O(exp(-d/2e)) 
and this is half of what we need in the second case. 





P = max I D2 G, ( - d - x, x2) I dx. (99) 
.ve R 
From identity (48), it follows that 
~[D2G,( - d - X, Xa)ldx 
- 5nJ ° dXJo y-gTiI/2J exp l -  Ylq 4,y, 
fo ~exp[ (yl x~'~ldYl f= ;+=exp( x2+x~''-4~-y I _ _ Ix2[ _ + dx )ox3 Es,'2 4Ey~Jj~7~] 2 Ja+y, --~ 
_2: lffe,p{_Iy,+ (a+ y,)2-]'~dy, 2,X2 lexp(_~ )fo°~exp( x] "~dy, 
4"~Yl ~Yl J 3~ ~ -4'y,JY~/2 
= 41 exp c -2-~ exp( -  t) x/t '  
We conclude that 
P = O exp ( - d/2E) 
and consequently, using expressions (98) and (87), we obtain 
II v?.~ I1£~I) = O(exp( - d/2E)). 
This completes the proof of the desired estimate in the second case. 
In the third and fourth cases, it is readily seen with the help of inequality (51), that 
[f~f [v',~(x)12 da(x);'/2 = O(exp(- d/2e ))e IIn, IIL2(r]) 
and, consequently, this is O(xf~) when Fj_ 7 and O(exp(--d/2E)) when Fj ~_ F+. Now the proof 
of Theorem 7.1 is complete. 
Unfortunately, we had to exclude the case where F+ n r is non-empty, because inequality (85) 
was essential in our proof. On the other hand, the case where/~+ n F is non-empty is obviously 
very important. In this respect we must observe the following two remarks. 
Remark 7.1 
The result of Theorem 7.1 is till valid if we assume that F+ and F_ intersect only at convex 
corners of F. Indeed, in a neighbourhood of such a corner we can make use of the estimates in 
Section 4 which obviously imply inequality (85). 
Remark 7.2 
When we assume that ~+ meet F_ at some non-convex corners of F, then inequality (82) is still 
valid if we restrict the integral to Fd+.a o n C V, where V is any (fixed) neighbourhood of those 
C.A.M,W A. i 3 '~ l l~  
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corners. Indeed, inequality (74) is sufficient since we need no information on 
c3u~ 
87 
near the corners that we excluded. 
We conclude now by stating two results that we believe to be simple extensions of Theorems 
5.1 and 7.1, to the more general problem (P,). We basically assume that: 
(i) a never vanishes in f i t  and b is strictly positive in ~; 
(ii) F+, F , F0 meet at angles of F. 
The convex case is: let f~ be a bounded open subset of R 2 with a piecewise smooth boundary 
F having no turning point and only convex angles. Then there exists a constant K and constants 
~+, a0 such that 
In, (x) -u0(x) ,  < K{x /~+ exp[ -  ~t0 do (x ) ]+ exp[--  ~ 1}' 
- ,5/ 
using the same notation as in Theorem 5.1. 
The general case is: let f~ be a bounded open subset of R 2 with a piecewise smooth boundary 
F having no turning point. Assume that F÷ and F_ meet only at convex angles of F. Assume 
further that ~ and F+ meet only at regular points of F. Then there exists a constant C such that 
1 
(fr~+.~olU,_Uol2da)~/2<CIx/~E+exp(_~)+__~exp(_ 4x/~']Jd° "~],
using the same notation as in Theorem 7.1. 
We shall not even sketch the proof. Let us only point out the following: the method of proof 
is the same as described in Section 2; the estimates for 
0u, 
87 
on the boundary are proved almost without modification, as in Sections 4 and 6. The main difficulty 
lies in the description of the kernel G, of ( -  eA + a. V + b) ~ and the related estimates. It may be 
obtained as follows: 
( -eA+a.V+b)  -~=D, ( I+R~)  ~, 
for E small, where 
D~=~ ( -EA+z) - I (a 'V-z+b)  ldz 
where 7 is the same curve as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, while 
R,= I-(EA +a.V +b)D¢. 
In other words, 
R,--2@i f [a.V+b; ( -EA+z)- ' ] (a .V-z+b)- 'dz,  
where the square bracket erm is defined by 
[A ; B] = AB -- BA, 
as usual. 
tin other words the characteristic curves of a.V have no stationary points. 
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